Project Rubric

Grading for the project in this class will be based on the following categories, which should be combined in the final report and presentation. Points for each section will be distributed evenly among section subheadings.

**Key Content (70%, 105 pts)**
- A. Describe reason for study
- B. Summary of background/related work from the literature
- C. Concise description of activities for project
- D. Documentation of fieldwork (photographs, plant collections, etc.)
- E. Results of project/experiment
- F. Future work needed to further this work

**Writing (20%, 30 pts)**
- A. Ideas expressed concisely
- B. Grammar/spelling correct
- C. Consistency/readability

**Presentation (10%, 15 points)**
- A. Presentation style
  *audible, with interest, professional*
- B. Slides draw interest
  *contain images/charts/graphs, little text*
- C. Within 12 minute time limit
- D. Answers questions well